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a) Overview of the central element in direct ink writing (DIW): the syringe with
micronozzle. Indicated are the locations of the ink, the heating mantle (for
temperature-controlled DIW), the micronozzle and the printed object. The panel
to the right shows a schematic close-up view of the nozzle and some important
process parameters in DIW: the nozzle diameter, the thickness of the deposited
layer, and the movement speed of the nozzle over the substrate. b) DIW machine
in the laboratory surrounded by the control equipment. c,d) Close-up views of a
liquid crystalline ink being deposited from the micronozzle. Credit: Eindhoven
University of Technology.
https://pure.tue.nl/ws/portalfiles/portal/197812781/20220330_Sol_hf.pdf
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What do cosmetics, car finishes, passports, bank notes, tropical insects,
and oysters have in common? The color is formed through a specific
microscopic organization of the matter making up the material, often
called "iridescent" or "holographic," both referring to the flashy, rainbow-
like colored appearance. Chemical engineer Jeroen Sol explored how
liquid crystals could be used as a versatile ink material to generate such
lustrous colored coatings.

3D printing has found mainstream appeal in the last couple of years.
Techniques falling under this name have been used to fabricate face
shield parts, high tech racing bicycles, and are also finding use in
personalized medical procedures. Boldly stated: if it can be imagined, it
can be printed—except for our iridescent colors. A quick look in the 3D
printing shop will show printing materials in all colors of the rainbow,
but look for the lustrous shimmer of an oyster, and your search will be
for naught.

Lustrous glittery appearance

In his doctoral thesis Jeroen Sol describes how "liquid crystals" can be
used to fill this void. Liquid crystals are commonly used in computer
monitors and televisions, but their possibilities extend much further after
some chemical modifications. Liquid crystals of the "cholesteric" variety
dramatically reflect colors as the examples in the introduction, but are
still very much a liquid.

Initially, Sol shows that films of such structurally colored cholesteric
liquid crystals can be broken up using ultrasonication, which turns large
films into small, sub-millimeter flakes. Mixing these flakes into a
transparent 3D printing plastic, results in a filament with a lustrous
glittery appearance to it. Objects printed with this material also exhibit
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this attractive coloration.

The next step—fully structurally colored, 3D printed devices—required
rethinking of the printing process, and resultingly, the feedstock ink. For
this different process, "direct ink writing," Sol chemically modified the
cholesteric liquid crystal to have a consistency between honey and
smooth peanut butter.

The objects printed using this ink showed a bright color that changes
depending on the observation point. Additionally, the iridescence of
these objects appeared to not only be decided during ink preparation, but
the printing settings also play a tremendous role. "Rather than being a
disadvantage, this presents opportunities: a single ink can be used for
multiple distinct appearances," says Sol.

4D printing

This versatile ink served as a starting point for the "4D printing" of
iridescent materials. Through further modification of Sols colored
cholesteric liquid crystal ink, this "fourth dimension" will be exemplified
in the form of a color change in response to water. Inspired by the 
natural world—such as tropical beetles—the objects will show dramatic 
color transitions in response to atmospheric humidity changes.

When printed on its own, the cholesteric ink can also be used for objects
that reversibly deform in a pre-programmed fashion in response to
moisture. Inspired by scallops, a demonstrator is shown that shuts in a
strongly humid atmosphere, and opens to dry air.

Sol: "If this thesis demonstrates anything, it should be that, while the
future of 3D printing has been widely considered to be bright already,
the colorful liquid crystals printed here, make it even brighter."
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  More information: Cholesteric Liquid Crystals in Additive
Manufacturing: pure.tue.nl/ws/portalfiles/por … /20220330_Sol_hf.pdf
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